People who attempt to use a complex information store on a computer encounter a number of problems: They do not know what information exists or how to f'md information, they get no support in articulating a question, and they are unable to phrase their question in terms that the system understands. HELGON, an intelligent environment that supports limited cooperative problem solving, helps people deal with complex information stores. HELGON supports retrieval and editing by reformulation with multiple specification techniques, and it acquaints the user with the system model of the information store. Within the current HELGON system, a number of different information stores have been implemented. Empirical evaluations have shown that HELGON supports effective communication. In addition, the evaluations have shown interesting extensions for future work.
INTRODUCTION
Retrieval by reformulation as exemplified by systems such as RABBIT [16, 15] and ARGON [12] has proven to be an innovative and effective way to deal with complex informarion stores. Informal evaluation of the ARGON system and a formal evaluation of an earlier version of the HELGON system uncovered some limitations that we have tried to overcome in the recent version of the HELGON system. In HELGON, the retrieval by mformularion paradigm is extended in two ways: Users have additional possibilities to specify a query to the knowledge base; and they can use the same framework for the creation of new knowledge base items.
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In this paper, we describe complex information stores and illustrate the importance of cooperative problem solving in dealing with them. We present a conceptual framework for our system-building efforts and describe the HELGON system, which is a fast step towards supporting cooperative problem solving between a user and the system in dealing with complex information stores. We conclude by discussing the evaluation of our current system and outlining plans for the future.
COMPLEX INFORMATION STORES
Complex information stores (e.g., high-functionality computer systems such as LIsP machines, knowledge bases about literature, and personal information environments) are different from databases. Their complexity arises not from the number of items in the system but from their heterogeneity, and the abstraction space to characterize them is not well developed. The interaction paradigms for dealing with complex information stores (as well as databases) have often been based on the unfounded assumption that people using these systems approach them with a precisely described task. But in most problemsolving and information retrieval tasks, the articulation of a precise task is the most difficult problem. I--IELGON is a system that tries to overcome this difficulty.
Problems with Complex Information Stores
In ill-structured problem domains, there are no precise goals or specifications for problem solving and information retrieval.
Consequently, for example, users of highfunctionality computer systems, which contain tens of thousands of objects and tools [2] , suffer from a lack of knowledge about the interdependencies between problem articulation and specification, and of knowledge about the tools that exist for solving these problems. (In fact, empirical studies have shown that there are no experts with complete mastery of high-funcrionality computer systems [1] ). Ignorant of these mappings, users concentrate too quickly on implementation and often overlook alternative solutions. Users are unable to generate a mental model [3] of these systems, and without adequate support tools, these systems are unusable.
The Importance of Cooperative Problem Solving When humans (e.g., a novice and an expert) communicate, much more happens than just the request for factual informarion. A question can be phrased in a variety of ways. Novices cannot ask questions about knowledge that they do not know exists, and they may not be able to articulate their questions without the help of the expert. They ask many questions initially at a very general level, and a good deal of dialogue must occur before the communicators attain sufficient level of specificity.
These dynamics of cooperative problem solving indicate why natural language interfaces to databases do not solve the critical problem of access to information. Studies (e.g., [14] ) have provided evidence that a natural language frontend is a fallacy. Current natural language interfaces support the translation of a fully articulated query from natural language into a formal query language, but they do not assist users who are unable to describe precisely what they want at the beginning of an information-seeking process.
THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK BEHIND HELGON
Retrieval by Reformulation HELGON is based on the paradigm of retrieval by reformulation [16, 15] , which was derived from a theory of human remembering [10] . This theory postulates that people naturally think about categories of things not in terms of formal attributes but in terms of examples. HELGON supports the incremental description of a desired object with multiple specification techniques. Systems that support retrieval by reformulation are cooperative in the sense that after users give an initial description, the system responds with an indication of its understanding by displaying example items from the knowledge base that match this description. Users then refine their description based on this feedback until a suitable item is found or until the absence of such an item is established.
Situation Model and System Model
Many current information stores (e.g., help systems) are oriented toward the system rather than toward the user. That is, information is structured around a description of the system, not around an analysis of the problems users address when using the system. For example, a shortcoming of many existing information stores is that access is by implementation unit (e.g., LIsP function, UNIX command) rather than by application goal on the task level.
In our evolving framework for user-centered system design [4] , we define the situation model as a mental representation of the situation as the user sees it, including the problems motivating a task, general ideas for finding a solution, and a characterization of the desired goal state. A crucial stage of problem solving is to map this imprecise situation model onto a formal system model. The system model consists of a set of operations that, when invoked, will result in the desired solution. These operations must all be within the repertory of the system; that is, for each operation there must exist one or more commands, depending upon context, to execute it. At the level of the situation model, goals refer to actions and states in the user's 358 problem space. Goals may be precise or imprecise, but the important point is that they are not necessarily slructured or named according to the system [6] . The successful use of a complex information store requires that the goals expressed in the situation model be translated in terms of the system model (see Figure 1 ). HELGON'S approach to solving this problem is to make the system model more obvious to the user by providing support tools for easy access to the "world" of the system. 
Switching the Role of Speaker and Listener
Early systems, such as RABBIT and ARGON, and earlier versions of HELGON accomplished retrieval by reformulation by assigning the role of the speaker exclusively to the system. Users could not describe parts of the query directly; they could only criticize examples. This design feature was intentional, because these systems were based on the assumption that users in most cases do not know what they want and therefore need to be guided in the formulation of their queries. This type of interaction avoided the wellknown problems that occur when users do not know names for objects and attributes in a heterogeneous and complex information store and therefore do not share an understanding of the information store with the system [6] .
The evaluation of an earlier version of HELGON [5] showed that this strict assignment of roles has major drawbacks. If users know what they want, they should be able to say so directly. Being restricted to the critiquing of examples can lead to cumbersome specifications. The Urade-offs for different role assignments are shown in Figure 2 .
User in Listener Role:
• Specification oflnformation: Clicking at information displayed on the screen.
• Advantage: Only terms that the system knows can be used.
• Disadvantage: The information has to be on the screen.
User in Speaker Role:
• Specification of Information: Keyboard input.
• Advantage: Users can type in values they know right from the beginning.
• Disadvantage: Users may use terms the system does not know. Reuse and Redesign One of the greatest promises of functionality-rich systems is that they offer new ways to construct systems: Instead of starting from scratch, designers can develop systems through reuse and redesign [2] . But without adequate system support, the probability of a user's finding the right tool for a specific need is small. Hypertext-based infermarion retrieval tools, such as the S~MBOUCS DOCUMmCr EXAMINER [13] , solve some of the problems but do not support the construction of queries. Initial experiments in addressing these problems with HELGON have shown promising results. HELGON will not solve the reuse and redesign problem, but a tool like it will be a necessary prerequisite.
DESCRIPTION OF HELGON
System Architecture HELGON is implemented in COMMON LISP and FLAVORS on SYMBOLICS LISP machines and takes advantage of highlevel substrates for interface design, knowledge representarion, and visualization:
• A "Program Framework" organizes the interaction and consists of a command loop, a set of commands, a window layout declaration, and a set of window display functions.
"Presentation Types" define the presentation of an internal object on the screen. Presentations are mousesensitive, and operations, which appear in contextsensitive pop-up menus, are associated with them.
o lO, NI~R [11] serves as the knowledge representation language for the information store. The basic entities of a KANDOR knowledge base are categories, items, and attributes. The knowledge base is structured as a hierarchy of categories; items are an instance of one or more of these categories; and information is associated with items by means of attributes.
• TRISTAN [9] is a generic tool for displaying and editing directed graphs. It is used in HELGON for visual presentation of the structure of the knowledge base. It allows the partial display of any subset of nodes and the corresponding links of a directed graph.
Retrieval by Reformulation in HELGON
The query is initialized with the root node of the category hierarchy. The list of items matching the query is shown in the blatehLng ztems pane, and one of the matching items is shown in the mxaz~:l.e o£ the btatehing Ztenm pane (see Figure 3) . The query consists of categories and attribute restrictions associated with the categories. Categories as well as attribute values can be either "required" or "prohibited." The user does this by selecting them from the screen or a menu of alternative values or by typing them in on the keyboard. When the user makes additions to the query through input on the keyboard, only useful values, that is, values that exist in the knowledge base, are accepted. This prevents the user from imposing a restriction that would by itself lead to no matching items (e.g., because of a typographical error). The system gives help by completing partial input automatically if it is unique or by listing all possibilities that contain the current input as a substring.
Users can create the query top-down by selecting from the category hierarchy display the category that is expected to contain the desired information. But users may not know in what category the information is stored. Therefore, they can also work bottom-up by criticizing the example. A problem of this approach is that, in a large information space, the example given might be too far away from the desired information. Multiple specification techniques, e.g., ftrst narrowing down the information space by selecting categories, then continuing by criticizing examples, are therefore important in dealing with complex information stores.
Visualization of the Information Store
It is well-known that users become disoriented in large information stores [7] . HELGON allows therefore to display the structure of the underlying information store, i.e., a hierarchy of categories, graphically. Once users have found a category that seems likely to hold the information they are looking for, they can add it to the query with a mouse click. They can also use the graphical display to edit the underlying structure of the information store (e.g., new subcategories can be created).
Browsing
In addition to assisting the user in defining a query, HELGON supports browsing in the information store. The graphical category hierarchy display can be used to browse categories. Links within the information units can be followed, that is, items that appear as attribute values of other items (displayed in bold face) can be inspected. And items that users looked up previously are added to the Bookmarks of Items and allow users to return easily to previous states of their information search.
Editing by Reformulation
HELGON is not just a tool for viewing information --one of the shortcomings we identified with the RABBIT and ARGON systems. It allows users to edit information and integrates the creation of new knowledge base items with the retrieval by reformulation paradigm. Users can thereby take advantage of the context created by an information search to editing without having to switch to the KANDOR level. They first use retrieval by reformulation to find an item that is similar to the new one, copy it, and use it as a template. In this way, they know which categories and attributes are reasonable to use; and because they see examples, they better understand what a category or attribute means. Values can often be reused, or they can be selected from a list of alternative values. They can also be typed in on the keyboard, a feature providing the same support (automatic completion, etc.) as it does in the formulation of a query. The query specification itself, which contains concepts used in the description of the information store, can also be transformed into a new item. This feature is in the spirit of the "specification by reformulation" paradigm of the BACKBOARD system [17] .
A SAMPLE DIALOGUE WITH HELGON HELGON has been applied to several different domains including literature references, persons, elec~onic mail messages (an application that greatly extends access possibilities over those of the UNIX folder system), and a small subset of commands, flavors, and input functions available on SYMBOL[CS LISP machines.
In the following sample dialogue with HELGON, the literature/person information store is used. The goal of the user, articulated in her situation model (cf. Figure 1) is: "Find the reference for the final ONR project report from CU." The initial state of the dialogue is shown in Figure 4 .
One subcategory of THING (the root node of the category hierarchy) is LITERATURE. The user requires LITERATURE (see Figure 5 ) and retrieves. The matching items list is updated and now contains only literature entries. The user notes that the example belongs to a subcategory of LITERATURE Caged PROCEEDINGS, and she looks at the alternatives for PROCEEDINGS in the graphical category hierarchy display and decides that TECHRgPORT is the right category to require. She does that and retrieves. The list of matching items now contains only technical reports. The INSTITUTION of the displayed example is IBM. The user knows that the report is not from IBM and therefore prohibits IBM (see Figure 6 ) and retrieves.
She realizes that she did not gain much through this last restriction and therefore decides to switch to the "speaker role" and use the keyboard to create a restriction for the institution. She wants to restrict it to CO, but the system immediately tells her that CO is not an institution it knows. She then types Colorado, gets a list of all existing institudons that contain Colorado as a substdng, and selects Department of Computer Science, University of Colorado from this list.
She also knows that the technical report she is looking for is very new and therefore tries YEAR: 1988 as an additional restriction. There are only two items matching the current query (this is the state shown in Figure 3) , and by looking at the example the user is able to decide that this is the reference she is looking for because she recognizes its rifle.
After the user retrieves this technical report, she wants to know more about its authors. She clicks at one of the names, and HELGON displays the corresponding item. The user goes back to the technical report retrieved before by selecting it from the bookmarks. She creates an additional attribute called KgYWORDS for it and inserts Final Project Report.
She can use this informarion next rime to retrieve this piece of literature in the same way that she used the other attribute values before. A new University of Colorado technical report can now be entered by copying and editing the retrieved project report. 
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EVALUATION AND FUTURE PLANS
HELGON has been a joint research effort combining innovafive system design and cognitive theory. An empirical evaluation of the information retrieval component of an earlier version of HELGON showed (for details see [5] ) that • Subjects wanted to directly enter information they knew from the beginning because finding the right example to be criticized can be tedious. This capability was therefore incorporated in a later version of HELGON.
• Subjects had problems understanding the terms used in the information store.
• Subjects had problems with the hierarchical organization of the information store.
These findings suggest extensions for future versions of HELGON. An explanation component describing the terms used can be added to increase users' understanding of the system model. We are also experimenting with an inductive retrieval algorithm, which returns a set of items that match the query to varying degrees [8] .
Literature is a domain with which users are fairly familiar, and the entries in this domain are very homogeneous. The study showed that, after initial problems, users could use HELGON for literature searches without major difficulties. A challenge will be to apply HELGON tO domains that are not as well-structured, homogeneous, or familiar to the users as the domain of literature. Our hypothesis, based on our experiences with the complex information store embedded in SYMBOLICS LISP machines, is that users will encounter more difficulties because the translation flom the situation model to the system model is more difficult.
